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Recently, the debate
concerning whether racism
should be a diagnosable mental
illness has resurfaced, a debate
which first appeared 50 years
ago during the Civil Rights Era.
Mental illnesses are medical
health conditions that typically 

involve changes in emotion,
thinking and behavior.   Mental
illnesses are typically associated
with a certain amount of
distress, and inefficient
cognitive functioning which
generally leads to problems
functioning in social situations, 

family activities and/or work
scenarios. When it comes to the
complicated thought patterns
and behaviors that we would
include as racist thoughts and
actions, there remains a divide
in the behavioral health
community about whether this 

    https://psychiatry.org/patients-families/what-is-mental-
illness.
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Some worry that framing
racism as a mental illness
might cause people to only look
at it individually and 
takes away from the focus on
institutional racism, but in
order to understand racism's
perniciousness we must at least
be aware of both the individual
causes, types of expressions,
and the structural places where
it can be implanted and passed
on efficiently.
In an article published in the
National Library of Medicine, Dr
Alvin F Poussaint   dared to
address the issue of giving
"Extreme Racism" a formal
Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM) Medical
Diagnosis. Dr Poussaint found
that the DSM (Revised 5th
edition) does not include the
words racism, prejudice, or
bigotry in its text or index. One
of the reasons that racism was
not approved to be a formal
disorder in the Civil Rights era
was that: "The association's
officials rejected the
recommendation, arguing that

 "because so many Americans
are racist, even extreme racism
in this country is normative—a
cultural problem rather than
an indication of
psychopathology".
  Poussaint argued that: "To
continue perceiving extreme
racism as normative and not
pathologic is to lend it
legitimacy. Clearly, anyone who
scapegoats a whole group of
people and seeks to eliminate
them to resolve his or her
internal conflicts meets criteria
for a delusional disorder, a
major psychiatric illness"(ibid)
Poussaint outlined the
classification of extreme racism,
using the DSM's structure of
diagnostic criteria for
Delusional Disorder,   and he
suggests the following subtype:

Prejudice type: A delusion
whose theme is that a group of
individuals, who share a
defining characteristic, in one's
environment have a particular
and unusual significance.
These delusions are usually of a
negative or pejorative nature,
but also may be grandiose in
content. When these delusions
are extreme, the person may
act out by attempting to harm,
and even murder, members of
the despised group(s).

This article will significantly
expand on the academic
discussion of racism in
America, engaging specific
historical examples from the
Pre-colonial period through the
present. I will explore a wide
breadth of additional
Psychological, Economic and
Social Status concepts that will

grant us a more complete
understanding of the power,
the uses, and the
transformational effect that
racism, as a form of mental
illness, has had on the United
States.
 
To understand racism as a
mental illness, we must first
look at it in its fullest capacity.
Racism at its core is the
byproduct of the human desire
for power and dominion over
others, a need for control in
western societies that value
land ownership and the
amassing of large sums of
money as a proxy for one's
ability to enact their will into
the world. Wanting to obtain
power and control the space
around you is a psychological
norm. An increase in your
power and dominion over your
environment gives you a
greater chance of survival. This
kind of power, however, can be
destructive when it's used to
satisfy greed because it satisfies
that survival imperative by
furthering the destruction of
other beings. It is a grounding
realization that the United
States would become such a
harbor for racism, when this
nation was constructed as a
nation of immigrants. 

From the beginning, the people
who had already made their
home in the Americas were
averse to the arrival of
competitors who did not look,
sound, and think like them. One
of the more shocking items
that I was alerted to in my
research on the history of
racism in America was that Ben
Franklin, one of the foremost of
the Founding Fathers. 
Franklin said much nastier 

Racism: Causes, Types and
more...
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mechanism that is used by
people affected by racism.

Projection is an additional
therapeutic concept that can
underpin and amplify racist
beliefs and behaviors because
in order to cope with difficult
feelings or emotions, a person
projects their own undesirable
feelings or emotions onto
someone else, rather than
admitting to or dealing with
their own unwanted feelings. 

What does a working-
class White, Black, or
Latino American do with
unacceptable feelings of
being left behind in an
economy that does not
seem to care about them
or their family? 

What do they do with the
sadness, shame, and rage that
accompanies their place in
society? In American history,
when a group is the last or near
the last to be granted entry to
"The Club of Whites," they
found the need to reinforce
their new found place in
society. These groups which
had faced their own forms of
discrimination did not have
enough clout/money to actually
purchase as much as the
others. Given their continued
feelings of subordination,
Projection developed. Being
looked down upon due to your
nationality, religion, social class,
or education level can dampen
a community’s feelings of self-

worth. Having experienced
deep resentment, the pain is
recorded in the family memory
and incorporated into the
emotional response to shame
and anger that white families
express. This resentment tends
to be directed at people who
they associate as even lower on
this social rung, traditionally
African Americans. As Dave
Chappelle’s Black White
Supremist states... "Let your
hate out". 

Projection is one of the
immature defense mechanisms
that Sigmund Freud identified
because it is not very effective
at permanently removing the
psychic damage that you have
previously experienced, nor
does it allow you to process
those feelings and transform
the pain into something more
appropriate. You simply learn to
redirect that pain and send it
out towards others.

An important tool needed to
find a suitable target and direct
one's projections is the use of
stereotypes. Non-racial
stereotypes are useful
constructs for humans to move
safely through the world (i.e., If
you have painfully encountered
a cactus before, then any plant
with certain stereotypical
cactus-like qualities, your body
will produce an adrenaline 

things about German immigrants
in the 18th century than Donald
Trump has ever said about
Mexicans.

Franklin's venom was directed at
other white Europeans about
whom he was making such
despicable comments. In one of
his most egregious statements
about the immigrants coming
into America, Franklin argued:
"And in Europe, the Spaniards,
Italians, French, Russians and
Swedes, are generally of what we
call a swarthy Complexion; as are
the Germans also, the Saxons only
excepted, who with the English,
make the principal Body of White
People on the Face of the Earth. I
could wish their Numbers would
increase. And while we are, as I
may call it, Scouring our Planet,
by clearing America of Woods,
and so making this Side of our
Globe reflect a brighter Light to
the Eyes of Inhabitants in Mars or
Venus why should we in the Sight
of Superior Beings, darken its
People?"
When Ben Franklin uses such
language as "swarthy
complexion" and "principal Body
of White People," he is trying to
imply that there is a divide and a
hierarchy between different
ethnicities of white people. He
does so in an attempt to keep
English white people in positions
of power. He emphasizes this
point by using language that
reflects purity and godliness
when describing the English and
the Saxons such as "bright,"
"Light" and "Sight of Superior
Beings" and language that
suggest the opposite when
describing everyone else.     The
anti-immigrant sentiments of
early Americans like Franklin are
a clear case of Freudian
"Projection". This is a defense 

believed to inhabit the country of Italy and they were
differentiated based on history of lineage, level of education,
comportment, location (North, Central, and Southern), and
summer skin color.  Ben's statements stratifying whites in
early America 
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 We now think of racism as relating to the color of one's
skin, but in the colonial period, one's nationality was just as
important in determining their status in American society.
In this period, there were three distinct “races” 

5 signifies that not all whites were accepted into Whiteness at
the same time... some had to wait longer than others.
Modern day racism can be affected by generational feelings
of being left out... being the last of the last White group to
be accepted. The last group of whites to be accepted
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based "flight of fight" emotional response that
"amp's you up" as a warning signal to prepare you
to NOT engage this next time in the same painful
way). Racial stereotypes, however, are unfortunate
and contributes greatly to misunderstandings 
 and division in reality, it is virtually impossible to
assess on looks alone, voice impressions over the
phone, or even a well detailed resume, what type
of quality interaction that you could have with a
new person.  The widespread use of racist
stereotypes is a hindrance to meaningful personal
growth much more often than it is protective for
physical, emotional or political risk. Negative
stereotypes merely promote fear and separate the
masses. This type of fear is commonly a core
symptom for people who have disorders that
include paranoia. 
People with these disorders tend to project their
thoughts and beliefs outward to others. It is my
experience as a practicing physician that fear is
the most common symptom that brings people
into my office. Racism is not an individual issue; it
is a shared paranoia that is passed down and can
be embedded into societal norms, practices,
structures, and even laws. 

Racism works through fear, the fear of
the “other.” Extreme hatred for another
is almost always based on fear.
Working-class whites are also
motivated by fear of losing power or
fear of the unknown.
 
This can manifest itself in several ways, including
paranoid personality disorder and narcissism.
Paranoid Personality Disorder (PPD) is a mental
health condition marked by a long-term pattern of
distrust and suspicion of others without adequate
reason to be suspicious.  People with PPD often
believe, without evidence, that others are trying to
demean, harm, or threaten them.

Narcissism is a self-centered personality style
characterized as having an excessive interest in
one's physical appearance and an excessive
preoccupation with one's own needs at the 

expense of others. An extreme Narcissist has only
one person in their sphere and that is themselves.
Most narcissists place at least their immediate
family and pet(s) inside their sphere, while more
healthy individuals tend to include friends,
extended family members, and selected large
group inclusions (schools, church, teams, etc.).

Contrary to popular belief, narcissists are
frightened, fragile people: rejection, humiliation,
and even the tiniest of defeats can shake them to 
their core. Studies have found that narcissists can
actually develop a "false self" or "as-if" personality
to hide their fears and failings. 

Some historical examples of racism motivated by
fear are the Jim Crow Era and the pushback
against the Civil Rights Movement. The greatest
victory for white supremacy in these eras was the
stereotype of the Black rapist and the white female
victim. Despite overwhelming evidence that these
claims were mostly unfounded, the fear that
predatory Black men routinely victimized white
women became the justification for scores of
lynchings. Scare campaigns against the Civil Rights
Movement promised that equality for Black people
would unleash Black men's alleged sexual
ambitions and, once again, overturn a well-
established racial hierarchy.
 

was the Irish, who were locked out of the labor unions with Blacks until the pressure was
too high and the factories finally opened up to the Irish. (Roediger, David R., Davis, Mike,
Sprinker, Michael, and American Council of Learned Societies. The Wages of Whiteness
Race and the Making of the American Working Class. London: Verso, 2007.)
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 Striking personal examples of this stereotypical unpredictability based on visualization and
even initial conversation with a new person are the handsome brilliant extremely personable
law student and dedicated political campaign worker Jeffery Dammer, African American
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas or even the Dixie Chicks.
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for everyone. That kind of
thought requires "empathy",
being able to put yourself into
someone else' life and
successfully be supportive.
Racism serves as a barrier to
this process. It is an
exclusionary thought process.

You care only about your clan,
focusing on a quick narrow fix.
Empathy requires broad caring
outside yourself. The Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM-5), uses
the term antisocial personality
disorder instead. People with
antisocial personality disorder
(ASPD) can be witty, charming,
and fun to be around, but they
can also lie and exploit others. 

People with ASPD are in fact 
uncaring and don't show
remorse for their actions,
although they can mimic
empathy for others. Many of the
symptoms of antisocial
personality disorder align with
the violent racially motivated
crimes seen throughout history
by persons that would be
diagnosed with extreme racism
if it were permitted by the APA
to be in the DSM. 

Perhaps the most
infamous example of this
connection is the German
Holocaust of the 20th
century. Lucy
Dawidowicz, an
American historian who
specialized in the
Holocaust argued that:

"Racism Pushers"
understand that racism is
the opiate of politics: it
does not cure the cause
of your pain, it just
makes you feel a little
better while you've got
someone else to blame. 

People following their racist
beliefs believe that "THEY, "
your leader/racism pusher, led
them to the correct answer,
which helps them to feel better.
But they are not experiencing a
material improvement in their
lives. This type of racism push is
furthered by modern media.
This is how race-baiting leaders
stay connected to their
selected group. Sending money
to the causes or products that
they pitch.  Acting on racist
thoughts stems from the fear of
losing one's place in society.
Poor whites align themselves
with upper-class whites,
against their own class interest,
because they believe it keeps
them away from the bottom
rung of society, reserved for
people of color. 

Selective Grouping is a natural
biological/psychological reality
for most animals. For humans,
it allows them to create what
they project to be culturally
acceptable standards that
make individuals feel safer.
In a functioning democracy, the
understanding is that the
leaders that you chose have
your long-term interest and are
going to make things better for
you and the country will be
empowered to continue to
build a better American society 
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The insecurities of post-World-
War I Germany and the
anxieties they produced
provided an emotional milieu in
which irrationality and hysteria
became routine and illusions
became transformed into
delusions. The delusional
disorder assumed mass
proportions.... In modern
Germany the mass psychosis of
anti-Semitism deranged a
whole people." 

Dawidowicz argues that the
Holocaust was the result of a
"mass psychosis" and that the
German people had fallen
victim to Hitler's antisemitism.
But historical examples of this
phenomenon which have also
occurred in the U.S. Hate crimes
continue to be a major issue in
every region of the United
States. Most state hate crime
laws include crimes committed
on the basis of race, color, and 
religion; many also include
crimes committed on the basis
of sexual orientation, gender,
gender identity, and disability. 

According to the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reporting (UCR)
Program, there were 8,052 hate
crimes committed in 2020. Just
like the racial violence of the
past, these hate crimes are
clearly characterized by
delusion. Delusional disorder is
a type of psychotic disorder. Its
main symptom is the presence
of one or more delusions. A
delusion is an unshakable belief
in something that is untrue.
That belief is not a part of the
person's culture or subculture,
and almost everyone else
knows this belief to be false,  

8 https://psychiatry.org/patients-families/what-is-
mental-illness.
9 https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/978
4-paranoid-personality-  disorder#:~:text=disorder%20(PPD)%3F-
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,Paranoid%20personality%20disorder%20(PPD)%20i s
%20a%20mental%20health%20condition%20marke
d,demean%2C%20harm%20or%20threaten%20them 

10 It should be noted that having one of these 
disorders and being racist are not mutually exclusive.
11 http://werehistory.org/racial-fear/.
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delusion would be "The Great
Replacement Theory". The
"great replacement" theory
states that welcoming
immigration policies —
particularly those impacting
nonwhite immigrants — are
part of a plot designed to
undermine or "replace" the
political power and culture of
white people living in Western
countries.  Multiple iterations of
the "great replacement" theory
have been and continue to be
used by anti-immigrant groups,
white supremacists, and others
and paint this scenario to be a
life or death situation for White
America. Belief in the delusion
has led to violence against
groups targeted in the theory. 

Delusions, a lack of empathy for 
people, or a combination can
result in extreme racial
violence. The final psychological
explanation for racism is a
projection of flaws. When
people feel bad about
themselves or recognize their
shortcomings, instead of  

dealing with them and trying to
fix them, they may project their
self-loathing onto others.
Alienated groups can easily
become scapegoats for those
who ignore their own personal
flaws. Defense mechanisms are
psychological strategies that
are unconsciously used to
protect a person from negative
thoughts or feelings.

According to Freudian
theory, defense
mechanisms help us
make sense of and
navigate through difficult
moments so that we are
better able to cope with a
situation. Freud outlined
seven types of defense
mechanisms: reaction
formation, projection,
displacement, undoing,
isolation, sublimation, 

12 See Alex Jones’ InfoWars. A one man show, 
making $800,000 as day, verbalizing hate and race 
baiting with feverish intensity and then selling 
trinkets like food supplements, tee shirts, or stickers.

however, the delusions are not
always nonsensical.

These delusions usually involve
the misinterpretation of
perceptions or experiences.
Alvin F Poussaint, a professor of
psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, proposes another
subcategory of delusional
disorder not included in the
DSM-V: the prejudice type.

"Prejudice type: A delusion
whose theme is that a group of
individuals, who share a
defining characteristic, in one's
environment have a particular
and unusual significance. These
delusions are usually of a
negative or pejorative nature,
but also may be grandiose in
content. When these delusions
are extreme, the person may
act out by attempting to harm,
and even murder, members of
the despised group(s)."

Poussaint expresses that he has
treated several patients who
projected their own
unacceptable behavior and
fears onto ethnic minorities, 
scapegoating them for society's
problems. "Their strong racist
feelings, which were tied to
fixed belief systems impervious
to reality checks, were
symptoms of serious mental
dysfunction. When these
patients became more aware of
their own problems, they grew
less paranoid—and less
prejudiced." 18

The Great Replacement
Theory
A modern example of mass 
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13 http://labs.psychology.illinois.edu/~lyubansk/Shoa 
h/Naziperp.htm. 

14 https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/hate-crime-
statistics.
15 Id.
16 https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/959 
9-delusional-
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 are subconscious? THE
ANSWER: STUDY IT,
IDENTIFY IT WHEN YOU
CAN, AND STOP.

Conformity is the enemy in this
regard. Conformity is a type of
social influence involving a
change in belief or behavior in
order to fit in with a group. This
change is in response to real
(involving the physical
presence of others) or imagined
(involving the pressure of social
norms) group pressure. Group
norm influence tends to be
greater than the individual
norms. What this means is that
in the long run, for a group
norm to change, there has to
be a greater number of
subjects to be able to affect the
group norm's opinion. It is
natural for human beings to
want to conform: we are social
creatures. But conformity can
come with pitfalls. Conformity 
 might lead to a bystander
effect, in which going along
with the group means failing to 

combination with stereotypes,
can have a significant impact
on African Americans when
they’re searching for
employment.

In one study, the researchers
created resumes for Black and
Asian applicants with some
"whitened", or scrubbed of
racial clues. Employer callbacks
for resumes that were
whitened fared much better in
the application pile than those
that included ethnic
information, even though the
qualifications listed were
identical.  Learning that the
applicant was Black before
reading the application
affected the impression the
application was making due to
the unconscious (or conscious)
stereotypes the recruiter relied
on. 

Given this information,
the question becomes:
How can people
overcome subconscious
decision-makers" if they 

2
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disorder#:~:text=Delusional%20disorder%20is%20a
%20type%20of%20psychotic%20disorder.,this%20be
lief%20to%20be%20false. 
17 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1 
071634/.

and denial. Racism relies
heavily on projection.

Projection is a psychological
mechanism used when
someone feels or has a 
thought that is incongruent
with how they want to see 
themselves. When the feeling
or thought surfaces, they must
assign it to someone, and since
they do not want to own it, they
assign it to someone else. 

For example, when white
people who struggle to
overcome the burdens of
a capitalist society see
Black people who they
view as successful
demanding equity, they
accuse Black Americans
of wanting special
favors, the very ones
they long for. 

Some media and news outlets
even take advantage of
people's habit to project and
manipulate facts pander to an
audience. It's very hard to
overcome projection because it
is natural for people to want to
protect themselves.
Projection sometimes takes the
form of the primacy effect. The
primacy effect describes the
tendency... that for information
that is learned first... that
information tends to be
weighted more heavily than
information that is learned
later.   The primacy effect, in  

21 22
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18  Id.

19 https://immigrationforum.org/wp-
 content/uploads/2021/12/Replacement-Theory- Explainer- 
11 22.pdf. 
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20 https://opentextbc.ca/socialpsychology/chapter/initial-impression-formation/.
Edward Jones conducted an experiment in 1968 to show the power of the primacy effect. He had participants watch
one of two videotapes of a woman taking an intelligence test. In each video, the woman correctly answered the
same number of  questions and got the same number wrong.However, when the woman got most of her correct
answers in the beginning of the test but got more wrong near the end, she was seen as more intelligent than when
she got the same number correct but got more correct at the end of the test. 

21 https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/minorities-who- whiten-job-resumes-get-more-interviews. 
Twenty-five percent of Black candidates received callbacks from their Whitened resumes,
while only 10 percent got calls when they left ethnic details intact.
22 https:// www.simplypsychology.org/conformity.html. 
The most famous experiment on conformity is considered to be Sherif's autokinetic effect.
Autokinetic effect is a visual phenomenon where a stationary light in a dark room appears
to move.
This is because distances and motion are perceived relative to some reference point. In a
 dark environment, no reference point is in sight, so the motion of a single light is
 undefined. Sherif used this optical illusion to study how people conform. Groups of two to
three subjects were given the test and they had to come to an agreement on the distance
the light moved. People who estimated 6 inches began to conform to smaller distances
such as 4 inches and people who estimated less than 3 inches increased their guess to 5
inches. This shows that people change their distances rather than keep to their own
observation in the presence of other opinions.
23 Id.
24 Americas earliest "Slaves till they died" free laborers on America's soil were the Working
Class and poor whites of England and they cleared much of the early farm land in New
England.

act when someone is in need. A desire to conform
may limit your openness to new ideas or
arguments. To overcome the shortcomings of
conformity, we must be vigilant and speak up when
something is wrong, even if you are the only one
speaking. In order to change the group norm, a
majority of individual norms must change.
Racism today in America is primarily based on skin
color.

This is a form of socio-economic Racism. This is
indicated by the various forms of enforced
servitude that poor white immigrants were
subjected to during the colonial era. With that
example front of mind, I would like to introduce my
own TRC definition of Racism:

“The process and the desire to divide the first 99% of
people into smaller groups as a tool to improve the
1% control and 
power over them. This is accomplished by keeping
the majority focused on whatever differences are
useful to successfully divide them, and by
employing part of the 99% as an armed protection
service.”

Racism has changed and will continue to change
based on the needs of the wealthy elite.
New cheaper labor is always needed. Because
racism is [largely] unconscious, it is often exploited
to foster conflict and to promote the power of a
particular group. History shows us that promoting
an "us versus them" perspective against political,
religious, and other groups fosters discrimination
and conflict that mainly benefits the ruling class. 

Although not yet as physically violent as other
conflicts, the "critical race theory debate"  is an
example of people in positions of power taking
advantage of people's innate ethnocentrism. In
order to understand the visceral reaction to
programs centered on race, we must understand
the psychological underpinnings of society’s views
about race and explore the possibility that racism
itself is a form of mental illness.
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